Job Correspondence
Option 1
Correspondence is the central area where all notes associated with a job can be accessed by all employees. You have
the ability to add, view and report on all communication like phone calls, conversations, emails, etc. To add a
correspondence search the job using your preferred search method.
To Quick Add a Correspondence click the Add + from the header of the job.

Correspondence opens, from the drop-down Type such as Phone, etc. The Date and Time auto fill. Next select from the
drop-down With or type a name. Apply the Subject (Required) and the rest of the details. Once completed select the
icon which will become available once all fields are populated.
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Option 2
Select the “Correspondence” tab.

The number in parentheses is the
total amount of Correspondence
records that are associated or
linked to the job.

Select the “New Correspondence” icon.

Select the “Type” of Correspondence from the drop down, this is a required field. Type is a searchable field and also
appears in reports. The “Date” & “Time” field default to the current date & time the record was opened. Select the
“Progress” from the drop down (if applicable).
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The drop down contains “To” (who was the correspondence geared towards) or “From” (who was the correspondence
from). The “With” drop down contains all contacts associated with the Job. Make a selection from the drop down or
type “who” the correspondence was with. With is a searchable field and also appears in reports.

Add the “Subject” that best describes the correspondence you are entering, this is a required field. Subject is a
searchable field and appears in reports. Add the details of the correspondence within the “Detail” field.
If the correspondence that is being entered is unresolved and needs further resolution, then √ the Add Task box.
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Apply the “Task” subject (required), adjust the “date due” (by default it’s the current date), add the “Detail” of the task
you would like to have addressed, “Assign To” this field defaults to the person logged in, but can be changed by
highlighting the name and then begin typing who the task will be assigned to. By checking √ “Show in Portal” this
correspondence will then be viewable by the job contact when logging into the Job Portal. By checking √ “Show in
Company Portal” this correspondence is viewable by the company contact (Agent, Adjuster, etc.) when logging into the
company portal.
When you are finished adding the correspondence click the “Save” icon.

Quick Email Preview:
Sample of a correspondence with a task

If you would like to send a Quick Email to the Task
Assignee so they are aware something has been assigned
to them. Click the Quick Email button.
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When you see the following icon
by clicking that icon Name, Date, Time Stamp is added in that field. By clicking the
icon
it’s a zoom function for that field.
How the correspondence displays after selecting Save.

The correspondence details can be viewed three (3) ways.
1. Hover over the correspondence.
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2. Single clicking the correspondence displays the details. Note: When templates are used html is displayed within this
view. When hovering, double clicking or generating a report the html is no longer displayed.

3. Double clicking the correspondence line displays the correspondence in a pop-up window

Reminder: Please ensure that pop-up blockers have been allowed for Restoration Manager within the browser of your choice.

The correspondence search provides the ability to narrow down correspondence activities associated with a job by using
any of the filters. Type: Type of correspondence, Status: incomplete or complete Task, By: who entered the
correspondence, Subject: description of the correspondence, and With: who the correspondence was with. Click the Find
button to process the search.
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Emailing from Correspondence:
To email from correspondence single click the “Correspondence” tab. Select the “Email Contact” drop down to select the
Contact you would like to send an email.
Note: The contact will only appear in the drop down if they are assigned to the job and have an email address associated with their
contact record.
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Once you have selected the contact from the drop down menu you will be redirected to the Send Correspondence page.
The contact’s email address will appear within in the “To:” field. If you would like to email other contacts associated
with this job record simply check their name within the “CC (contacts):” field. You can enter an email address manually
into the “CC:” field if the individual(s) you would like to include doesn’t appear.
Note: Separate multiple emails with a semi-colon or comma.

Check √ Show in Portal if you would like this email to be viewable by the contact within the Job Portal.
Apply the Subject that best describes the email that is being sent, next type a message within the body of the email or
select one of the templates from the dropdown.
Note: If a template is selected the subject changes to the template name, but can be changed. Email Templates are added by the
administrator of the application.

By single clicking on “File(s) Attached” a pop-up dialog box is displayed select any doucument and/or pictures that have
been uploaded to the job. Or you can upload documents and/or pictures stored in a different location.
Note: The size limitation for a document being attached is 10mb
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To upload a document and/or picture stored in a different location select “Choose File” browse to where the file is
stored, select the file you want to attach to the email.
1. √ “Store As Job Document” if you would like the document to be uploaded to Documents & Pictures on the job.
Then click “Upload file and add to selection grid”.
2. If the document will not be needed as a job reference in the future then just click on “Upload file and add to
selection grid”

3.
By checking √ “Store As Job Document” Title, Description and Viewable by Job Contact will be displayed. Title &
Description are required. Only √ Viewable by Job Contact if you would like this document to viewable in the Job Portal.
When you are finished checkmark the document then select “ATTACH files to EMAIL”

Files attached, see “Total Attachment Size” as it calulates the mb attached.
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When you are finished click the “Send Message” icon. A pop-up will display stating “The Email Was Successfully Sent to
……..” click the checkmark.

After the email is sent the page redirects back to the Correspondence page.
How the correspondence displays after the email is sent.

If check √ “Store As Job Document” was selected this is the document uploaded to the job within the Documents & Pics
tab.
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When using templates as a reminder the subject defaults to the template name but can be changed.

Note: The Administrator of the application can create additional templates if needed by going to Help/Tools in the blue toolbar→
Tools→ Oﬃce Setup→ Email Templates.
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Before sending the email, it can be previewed and checked for accuracy by selecting the “Preview” button located to the
bottom left of the page.
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When selecting the “Preview” button all merge fields will populate, the preview populates in a separate pop-up screen.
Reminder: Please ensure that pop-up blockers have been allowed for Restoration Manager within the browser of your choice.

Sample of Preview Pop-up:

Print Summary option is located at the bottom of the Correspondence page.
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Sample of the Correspondence Summary Report:

Single click on a correspondence record to display the Print Detail.
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Sample of the Correspondence Detail Report:
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